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Chapter 44 Guild residence 

Everyone followed and teleported to the front of the Guild’s new residence. Feng Yun realm stood in 

front of the residence. 

A relatively ordinary courtyard appeared in front of them. On the plaque on the door, “wind cloud 

Guild” was written in gold. 

The headquarters building did not look luxurious, at least in the game. Compared to the other major 

NPC buildings in the city, the magnificence of these buildings was far inferior. 

Fortunately, although the building was ordinary, it occupied a large area. It was enough to 

accommodate the Guild’s facilities and activities in the future. 

“I’m a little disappointed. I thought the Guild building would be as luxurious and magnificent as the city 

Lord’s mansion.” 

what are you thinking? if she’s prettier than the city Lord’s mansion, where are you going to put the city 

Lord? ” 

“Speaking of which, this encampment is indeed a little ordinary. However, our Guild is only Level 1 right 

now. In the future, when our guild levels up, it should become more beautiful, right?” 

“It’s not easy to level up the Guild.” 

“That’s right, upgrading a Guild to Level 2 requires 100000 Guild contribution points, it’s not easy to 

get.” 

“Each person can donate one gold coin a day, which is considered a contribution. A level 1 Guild can 

only recruit a thousand people at most, and the maximum contribution points a day is a thousand. 

Doesn’t that mean that it will take at least a hundred days to upgrade the Guild to Level 2? That’s too 

ridiculous.” 

look carefully. Other than gold coins, you can also donate materials. You can also donate materials to 

the Guild’s warehouse for a certain amount of contribution. 

isn’t it too cheap to donate equipment and materials to the warehouse? a piece of purple equipment 

doesn’t even cost many contribution points. It’s not worth it. 

the materials are even less valuable. Donating tens or hundreds of materials only costs one contribution 

point. Where Can I Get so many materials? ” 

” the materials we get from ourselves are definitely not enough. we’ll go to the auction house to buy 

them. those materials aren’t worth much now. 100 gold coins can buy quite a lot. ” 

haha! That’s right! Nobody knows that we need these materials to level up our guilds. Quite a few 

people are selling them at a low price at the auction house. I’ll buy them all later. 

let’s do it this way. Later, little Secretary, go to the auction house and buy all the materials that can be 

used. Don’t be afraid of spending money. These materials will probably increase in price in the future.” 



“Let’s go in and take a look. This will be our home in the New World, haha.” 

“Wait, look at the pillars on both sides of the door. It seems that you can write couplets on them.” 

“that’s true. the name of the guild was decided when the guild was established, but they still left a place 

for us to write couplets. the game producer is really good at it.” 

“Let’s think about it together. We must come up with a couplets that are cool and suitable for the 

occasion. If it’s not written well and can’t be changed in the future, it’ll be embarrassing.” 

“Is there a need to think about it? let’s use that ancient poem: The world’s winds and clouds are born 

from my generation, and once I enter the pugilistic world, time will rush.” 

not bad. It just so happens to match our Guild’s name. Kid, you’re a talent. 

Everyone felt that it was not bad and suited the occasion. 

But Windling did not agree. 

it doesn’t sound good to hasten time. We’re still young. I don’t want to get old too quickly. Change it, 

change it. This one won’t do. 

This great aunt was not easy to send away, and she had a lot of requests. 

Everyone could only continue to empty their minds, rummaging through the ink in their stomachs, 

discussing for a long time, but still couldn’t think of a good couplet for the occasion. 

Zhang Shan was also thinking hard. 

“Mm, how about this, we’ll still use that ancient poem from earlier. We’ll change the order and change 

it to: The world’s winds and clouds are born from my generation, and once I enter the martial world, I 

destroy time.” 

not bad, not bad. Although it’s not very neat, it doesn’t matter. We’re not the top scholars, so it’s fine as 

long as we say it. 

” it’s a little cool. time can destroy it. what else can stop us from advancing? let’s use this. it’s cool 

enough. ” 

feng yun realm also nodded and said,”this couplet is not bad, no one has any objections right?” then i’ll 

write it down.” 

“no objections, we’ll use this couplet.” 

Feng Ling was also bored. Changing the order just happened to follow her wishes. There was no rush to 

be happy, so how could she have any opinions? 

Feng Yun realm walked forward and wrote the couplet. 

A golden brush appeared out of thin air. The brush moved like dragons and snakes, and in an instant, a 

couplet was written. 



The Golden couplets and the plaque of the wind and cloud Guild on the door reflected each other, 

creating a spectacular sight. 

the Guild residence’s entrance is just like that. It’s like the finishing touch. 

“Come, let’s go in. Boss hasn’t drawn a Guild facility yet. The first guild to be established will reward us 

with a chance to draw a Guild facility. Boss, let’s go in and draw.” 

When everyone entered the Guild building, they were dumbfounded. 

“Fog-fried, is it so simple? There’s only a Hall and nothing else. It’s so empty, it’s ugly.” 

“i think they’ll have to build all the guild facilities before they can slowly fill up the empty space.” 

“Although that’s what you say, it’s so ugly now.” 

let’s take it slow. Let’s go to the Guild facilities first. I wonder what kind of facilities we can get? ” 

Under Feng Yun realm’s lead, everyone arrived at the Guild Hall. 

A stone tablet was erected in front of the hall, and on it were records of the Guild’s related events, as 

well as the future direction of the Guild’s construction. 

it turns out that we need a guild facility to upgrade to level 2. Fortunately, we can get one. It can save us 

a lot of time. 

“It’s easy to level up to Level 2, but to level up to Level 3, we need to build two Guild facilities. Each 

Guild facility costs a lot of Guild contribution points, so it’s hard to do.” 

“It’s okay, a level 2 Guild can recruit 10000 members. When the time comes, the more people there are, 

the more power there will be, and it won’t be too slow.” 

Feng Yun realm looked at the information and said, ” “We can only draw living job facilities. It doesn’t 

seem to be of much use to us now.” 

“It doesn’t matter if it’s useless now. It’s free anyway.” 

“Then I’ll draw.” 

... 

After Feng Yun realm drew the map, a building appeared at the southeast corner of the encampment. 

I picked a workshop. If guild members learn engineering in the future, they’ll be able to produce items in 

the Guild’s workshop. They won’t have to spend money to rent a control panel in Dangyang city’s 

workshop. 

the engineering profession is a bit of a niche. I don’t think many people will learn it. 

there will still be some. If a Hunter wants to make bullets in the future, they will probably have to learn 

it. 

six-man, do you plan to study engineering in the future? ” Asked the wind Cloud Cannon. 



I’m learning. I can’t just keep using normal bullets. It’s fine now, but it definitely won’t work when my 

level is higher in the future. 

“I want to learn it too. When I become a divine craftsman in my life profession, I’ll make my own divine 

weapon fire gun. Haha.” 

“This fool must be crazy.” 

“You still want to make your own divine artifact? you should go buy a job certificate first and settle the 

apprentice first.” 

“Stop bragging. Did you guys see that? it seems like you can bind your town Portal to the Guild stone 

card. In the future, when you cast a town Portal, you’ll be directly back to the Guild.” 

” ah, that’s true. but it doesn’t seem to be of much use. anyway, we can teleport within the city. it 

doesn’t matter where we return to the city. ” 

... 

that’s hard to say. I’ll bind my return point to the Guild first. There’s no harm in it anyway. 

Zhang Shan had also bound his return point to the Guild. Just like what others had said, there was no 

harm in it. 

“Alright, now that the Guild has been established, we’ll have to rely on everyone’s joint efforts to make 

it stronger. Go and level up, especially those who haven’t reached level 15. Hurry up and level up. 

Otherwise, we won’t have much of a sense of participation in the monster siege tonight.” 

“I’m going offline now. I haven’t slept for a day and a night.” Zhang Shan said. 

go to sleep, big brother. You’re really cruel to yourself. 

After placing the useless purple quality equipment and some other equipment in the auction house, 

Zhang Shan went offline. 

After going offline, he uploaded the video of him soloing the BOSS to the forum. It was a four-minute 

video of him using the silence scroll to extract the video until the BOSS fell to the ground. 

as for those who had been grinding for six to seven hours, he wouldn’t upload them. it was too long, and 

he didn’t want others to know about this guide. 

let the others guess, there would be smart people who would guess anyway. 

 


